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course time:  monday and wednesday

18:30pm – 21:25pm

location:  hub 167

instructor: carlos fiorentino

carlos.fiorentino@gmx.net

office hours: by appointment

phone: 492 7877

project 

Color is both a material and immaterial element. It is a physical phenomena and a 

psychological modifier. To understand how color works we have to know about the 

presence or absent of light, and about human senses and subjective perceptions. This 

project will explore the basics of color use in design, it will approach the physics of color 

and the color conventions in art, it will approach color as a communication factor and 

as a way for adding meaning.

Duration

5 classes

Objective

Obtain basic knowledge of color theory, understand how color works physical and psy-

chologically, and practice color implementation and control for design purposes.

Reference

Read carefully the color reading and handout material, so that you are familiar with the 

use of color terminology and the structure of the color wheel.

Brief

There are four parts to this project.

5.1  Structure and motion | tonal scales

A tonal scale is graded by different values in grays, being the higher values close to 

white and the lower close to black. Tonal value scales apply to any color scale or, in 

other words, any color can be translated as a grey or tonal value. 

In this assignment you have to build a tonal scale, apply it to a given structure (grid) and 

then play with the tonal values to transmit the sense of motion.

5 Introduction to Color
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Step 1: create a tonal scale with 1”x1” squares arranged horizontally, starting with white 

on the left and finishing with black on the right, and 14 different gray tones in between. 

Obtain the grays mixing black and white acrylics.

Step 2: use the same 16 tones used in the scale, this time following the 4x4” grid given 

in mosaic arrangement. You have to arrange the tones to produce the sense of motion in 

3 different compositions, e.g. direction, rotation and asymmetry.

5.2  Color perception | Simultaneous contrast

The perception of a color changes according to the colors that surround it.

In this project you will create examples of the effects of simultaneous contrast. 

Steps:

- Create a rectangle as described below and paint each 5” square with a different color. 

Use temperature, value, and saturation to make the colors as different from each other 

as possible. 

- Now produce a single color, and cut 2 one-inch squares of it and place each in the 

middle of your 5” squares of color, that when placed on the 2 grounds looks like two 

different colors.

- Cut a mask that will hinge over the rectangle revealing only the 1” color squares.

- Attach it from behind

- Now repeat with two more sets that make the same color look different.

For sketching purposes you can use color sample books or cards (available for free in 

bottom

10”

5”

attach 1” squares

top mask with 3/4” squares cut out

fold

6.5”

Tonal Scale 1” x 16”

Motion compositions 4” x 4”
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Home Depot or any paint store). This is very useful to search for color matching before 

preparing acrylic colors for painting.

Make a second trio, but this time in each make two different 1” squares look the same 

because of their surrounding colors. Use what you have learned so far to arrive at 

ground colors that will achieve this. Present it with a mask that will show that the 1” 

squares really are different colors when seen neutrally. 

Make the cut-outs on the mask slightly smaller that the 1” squares. Now mount all 6 

examples on 16x10” white matt boards, vertically arranged.

 

5.3  Mapping a color palette | Analyzing color weight

In this part of the project you will analyze a printed piece or product given, study the colors 

used on the product, decompose the colors into a color palette preserving proportions, 

color weight and original positions as much as possible, and finally select 3 to 9 principal 

colors included to produce a reduced palette. You will add extra color information to this 

palette such as cmyk, rgb and Pantone codes that you can deduce by comparing with 

color catalogues provided.

Steps:

- account the colors included in the product

- reproduce the colors by painting squares or pasting pre-painted color squares, try to 

keep the proportion, weight and position of colors from the original object as much as 

possible 

- select dominant, secondary and accent colors and reduce it into a palette of 3 to 9 dif-

ferent colors, in 1” squares each

- add labels to the last palette, including a name for the color and 3 color codifications: 

Pantone code #, cmyk % values, and rgb screen values

- add a tonal map column with the equivalent gray and label its % of black

5.4  Creating color palettes for different target audiences | Adding meaning with color

You have to create three color palettes in mosaic arrangement, that better represent the 

three different target audiences. Your new targeted palettes can be focused on different 

age segments, gender, cultural backgrounds, new flavors, new product lines, etc. (for in-

stance diet, light, etc.) or any new category.

%

%

%
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Once you created your three palettes, apply the three options to the product addressed 

in 5.2

Steps:

- paint the colors you need and cut them in 1x1” squares each

- arrange the colors in a 3x3” square mosaic palette (9 colors in total) for each palette.

- add labels to the palettes describing the target audience.

- create 3 version of the product from 5.2

Presentation

Part 51: 

Mounted on 1 white matt board, horizontally arranged

Part 52: 

Mounted on 2 white matt boards, vertically arranged

Part 5.3: 

Mounted on 1 white matt board, vertically or horizontally arranged

Part 5.4

Mounted on 1 Black matt board, vertically or horizontally arranged

Materials

Black matt boards (1  - 16 x 20”)

White matt boards (4  - 16 x 20”)

Single weight vellum paper

ACRYLIC PAINT SET, 12-60ML COLORS 

ACRYLIC PAINT, TITANIUM WHITE, 250ML 

Black ink

Glue stick

Utility knife

Tape
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Grid 4” x 4” for P5.1


